
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Legend

Martial Arts - Single Point Shining into the Void Style

Gathering Light Concentration
Core, p. 434

On a successful parry, use this Charm to reverse
the Onslaught Penalty onto your attacker.

Mastery: Spend Initiative to cancel all Onslaught
Penalty and infilct it onto your attacker.

Single Point Shining Into the Void Form
Core, p. 434/435

Your sword get‘s it‘s own Initiative Track and you can
attack twice per turn. Please refer the book.

Terrestrial and Mastery effects apply.

Void-Slicing Wind
Core, p. 436

Attack an enemy out to medium range, getting bonus
successes to attack and damage rolls for each range band.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.
Terrestrial: Cannot use the special secondary ability.

Blinding Nova Flare
Core, p. 437/438

Perform a unique double-attack that becomes unblock-
able and undodgeable, depending on a up-front roll.

Terrestrial: Attack does not become undodgeable/unblockable
Mastery: Threshold successes on first roll transfer to second

Liquid Steel Flow
Core, p. 436

Add Dexterity to raw damage of all withering attacks.
Making a decisive attack ends this Charm, granting

improved power for that one attac.
Terrestrial/Mastery applies. Please refer the book.

Fatal Stroke Flash
Core, p. 435/436

Add difference in Initiative between you and your target
as raw decisive damage. Bonus damage cannot exceed

own Initiative. On a miss, Initiative is set to target‘s.
Terrestrial/Mastery applies. Please refer the book.

Charm Name
Book Name / Page Reference

Short Descriptor.
This does not contain full rules-text, but intends to confer

an at-a-glance info about this Charms capabilities.
Please refer to the book for full details.

Permanent Essence requirements in dots

Permanent Ability requirements in dots

Repruchase/Upgrade available
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Shining Starfall Execution
Core, p. 434

Add damage to a Decisive attack, but risk loosing some
Initiative on a miss.

Mastery: Double 10s on damage roll at 15+
Initiative.

Six-Demon Scabbard Binding
Core, p. 437

Warping, twisting or shaping effects against the character
become materialized and struck down. Can also cut a path

through ambient/environmental transformative magic.
Terrestrial: Limited scope applies, refer the book.

Horizon-Swallowed Star Flash
Core, p. 437

Make a reflexive Clash attack. Success grants additional
Initiative before damage is calculated.  Empowered if

Single Point Form is active. 
Terrestrial/Mastery applies. Please refer the book.

☑
☑

Single Point Style Info
Single Point Shining Into the Void Style emphasizes
blinding speed and deadly-perfect finishing moves.
Students learn to effortlessly draw their blade as if it
were an extension of their body, flowing from draw to
finishing strike or parry in bare moments.

Single Point Shining Into the Void Style is a mythical
version of Iaijutsu.

Weapons
• Slashing Swords

Armor
Light armor
Medium armor

All 3 Charms


